
Manual for Trudo Turbine range:  
 
 
 
Trudo Turbine 
 
 
Welcome to the world of Micro turbines! 
A Turbine is the latest innovation in the world of modelling 
A great sound and thrust making your model really scale 
 
 
   What is in the package 
 
1 Turbine 
2 ECU (turbine controller) 
3 HDT (hand data Terminal) 
4 1 x propane/butane gas Valve 
5 1 x Fuel valve 
6 1 meter of 3mm gas tube 
7 1 meter of 4 mm fuel tube 
8 ECU extension lead 
9 Fuel filter 
 
WARNING!! A Turbine is not a toy!!! 
 it generates a lot of noise and heat! 
Temperatures up to 1100 degrees Celsius can be reached! 
Make sure you read this manual carefully and ALWAYS respect the material used 
Make sure spectators stand clear at least 10 to 15 meters away and aside from the 
turbine,Always stand aside of the turbine not in front or back! 
 
 
Warranty: 
 
1 year after purchase or 250 starts or 25 hours whatever comes first 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connections: 
 
As seen on picture: 
 
Yellow:Gasline 
Transparent : Fuel line 



Brown/red/orange: rpm sensor (goes to ecu) 
Black isolated cable:ECU (starter and glowplug) 
Red cable on top : Glowplug lead for starting on Propane 
Green cable on top : Thermocouple/Tempsensor 
 
 
NOTE: the picture shown is a typical Trudo Turbine 
However there could be small differences! 
Picture shown : Trudo 80 RS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fuelfilter 
ALWAYS use a fuel filter , this is needed to keep out the fine particles that could clog up the 
fuel sticks inside the turbine , when this would happen the repairs for cleaning are 



expensive

 
 
Mounting the turbine 
 
 
 
 
The greatest risk of damaging your turbine is F.O.D 
Foreign Object Damage 
Remember a turbine is like a big vacuum cleaner it wil suck out EVERYTHING you left 
in the fuselage! 
Make sure your fuselage is clean of any wood , small screws etc etc 
The best way to prevent this is to make a F.O.D Screen 
A simple fod screen could be made of a small filter used for tea or coffee 
Ask your dealer for one! 
 
Mounting the fuel pump 
It is important to mount the pump somewhere in between the turbine and the tank 
Remember the longer the fuel lines the harder the pump must work! 
IMPORTANT 
Mounting the pump , the pump needs to be mounted with the electric motor UP 



Example:  
 
As you can see motor is up fuel lines are down 
 
Connections of the pump: 
The arrow show the in out position 
 
NOTE: picture shown is a Flightworks 200 pump as used on our smaller series 
Your pump could be different! 
Always mount the electric motor up! 
 
VALVES 
 
For the auto start to work correctly it is important that you connect the valves correctly 
For any valve to work correctly it is important to mount them always on the pressure side! 
There is also a arrow pointing the flow thru 



Example of the gas valve: (NOTE: sometime the valve can be found on top of the gas 
container instead on the valve ) 

 

 
 



 
Also as you can see are the presets for the gas valve to work 
Normally this is already done for you. 
NOTE: if you use a outside model gas canister you CAN set the pressure to the engine 
yourself by opening the bottle manual  , in the beginning very slow so you here a plop 
when starting , after starting you open the bottle even more after reaching 420 degrees 
you may close the bottle and disconnect from valve 
To use the manual setting you MUST set the flow of the valve high! Typical 3 rotation  
counter clockwise is ok 
NOTE: from 07/2005 the restrictors have changed to a Festo type 
 
Fuel valve: 
This valve is mounted AFTER the fuelpump 
Fuel manual valve is also mounted AFTER the valve 
 
After all the valves you mount the fuel filter! 
Not connecting it like this can cause a flame out! (air trapped due to cavitations) 
 
Mounting the ECU 
 
For all your RC stuff to work correctly it is important you mount all the turbine 
electronics incl the fuel pump as far away as you can from your RX equipment! 
 
Programming ECU to Transmittor 
DISCONNECT the Start battery from the ECU first!! 
 



 
 



 



 
 



 



 
 
 



 
Connecting the start battery 
 
Use a lithium-polymer only 
2 cell package of 1500 Mah or 2200 Mah (7,4 volts) Depending of type of turbine 
 
Now comes the fun part: 
Becoming a turbine operator! 
 



You have checked the full installation 
All the fuel lines are set 
Battery’s are full 
Rx is ok 
 

 



Flying: 
Getting used to your turbine 
The ECU tries to spin up your turbine a fast as possible 
Still it will need about 3 seconds to reach full power from idle 
Keeping this in mind , you will notice that you will need maybe to practice your 
landings! 



Having some experience with this 
We always fly with half throttle since the most of the thrust is gone for manoeuvring 
Landing we come in with a quarter of throttle after we see we can make it we pull back 
the stick and set her down. 
If not we set full power and keep the plane level until you can notice the thrust coming 
Trouble shooting: 
 



 
 





 



: 
 
Bearings need to be replaced after about 25 hours of use 
After a yearly inspection we will decide if new bearings are needed 
A inspection means we will clean out the turbine . rebalance 
Do NOT try to repair the turbine yourself this will you lose the warranty 
You need special equipment to service the engine 
Warranty does NOT cover any F.O.D Damage 
Or bearings due to crashes , dust , fuel blockage overheating  , unbalance! 
Maintain your fuel to be clean , use correctly turbine oil only! 
Areoshell , Exxon etc etc are suitable oils 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is our balancing machine we use to precisely to rebalance your engine 



 
 
Balancing the turbine wheel: 



    
Balancing the compressor 
 
 
Logbook:  
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